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Yakov Kulik is a nice chassidishe bochur. He is 28 years old. Yakov is 6 feet tall, very 

healthy and energetic. He is a Kohen, FFB from FFB family. 

Yakov does Chitas, 3 chapters Rambam, he always learns all concepts from Torah in 

great depth. We come from an old Lubavitch frum family of Rabbonim and scientists. 

The family always stayed frum in Russia despite the surrounding atmosphere. 

 

 

Yakov is a kind, warm, chassidische bochur, who is focused and serious in 

his learning. He loves to devote his own time to help a Jew to fulfill a mitzva or to learn. 

He like to go on mivtzoim and utilize every opportunity to mekarev a yid, to bring 

another yid closer to yiddishkeit. He always meets a yid by hashgocho protis in the most 

unexpected places. 

 

He is very devoted to the Rebbe, doing everything the Rebbe has taught us to do. Yakov 

is very successful in everything he does and is ready to relocate anywhere in the world 

where the Rebbe’s shlichus will take him. 

 

 

 

What is he currently doing: 

 

Currently Yakov finished his learning for smicha and just doing chazoro (review) 

before taking 2 more tests to receive smicha. 

 

From Pesach 5770, he has been a Shaliach running a Chabad house for Russian 

Jews in Redfern. One of the unique qualities that he possesses is an ability to listen to 

people’s problems and helping them to find the best possible solution.  

 

Yakov was assisting a Shaliach at Kensington Shul Chabad, a Chabad House 



established from Kislev 5768 for a South African Jewish community in 

Kensington in Sydney. Yakov is running the Chabad house in Kensington, 

Sydney as of Shavuos 5772. He never gives up, so he felt that the Chabad house has been 

started and it should continue in order to bring people closer to the Yiddishkeit.  

 

He has been a counselor at Gan Yisroel summer and winter camps in Sydney 

and in New York in 2009 and 2011. Kids love him for his patience. 

 

 

 

What kind of a girl is he looking for: 

 

 Frum from birth and from a frum family with good yichus, chassidische (mitzvos 

behidur, careful with tznius, good midos, yir'as shamayim) 

 

 

 Wants to go on shlichus. 

 

 organized, pleasant character, 

 

 does everything with joy 

 

 Always sees the best in people, can find something positive,  

 

 Has a compliment to say about anybody. 

 

 will be a devoted wife and mother, 

 

 Wants to help her future husband always and in everything. 

 

 Flexible and adapts to whatever challenges occur in life and understand 

everything is hashgocho protis, always calm and confident from bitachon in 

Hashem. 

 

 Devoted to the Rebbe and fulfilling all the Rebbe's hora'os and doing all 

we can to bring Moshiach. 

 

 a girl who like Yakov wants to go on the Rebbe's shlichus (open to living in 

different places like Australia, USA, Israel, etc, and ready to go where 

the Rebbe wants to send us on shlichus and to fulfill the mission that the 

Rebbe wants us to fulfill) 

  

 

 

References: 



 

(if calling Australia, the difference in time is 15 hours ahead, 

7pm usa-10am Australia ) 

 

Rabbi Pinchus Feldman and Rebbetzin Pnina Feldman: 

+61 2 9387 1956, rpf@yeshiva.org.au, 

+61 417 223 262 and +61 414 613 770 

Rav, Mashpia, Head Shliach of Sydney and New South Wales 

 

Rabbi Eli Cohen and Rebbetzin Shani Cohen, 

chabad2000@gmail.com 

+61 410 513 770 and +61 420 306 770 

Rabbi of Kensington Shul Chabad House 

 

Rabbi Yossi Feldman and Rebbetzin Shayna Feldman 

yoseffeldman@gmail.com 

+61 411 722 229 

Rosh Yeshiva 

 

Rabbi Shabsy Tayar and Rebbetzin Nechama Tayar 

rabbi.tayar@gmail.com 

+61 425 820 028 and +61 433 591 955 

Mashpia 

 

Rabbi Elimelech Levy and Rebbetzin Chana Levy 

elevy@cyn.org.au 

+61 433549190 and +61 423 352 886 

friends 

 

Rabbi Shmueli Feldman and Rebbetzin Chasi Feldman, 

shmuelifeldman@gmail.com 

+61 0431 677 805 and +61 433 533 427 

friends 

 

Rabbi Eli Feldman and Rebbetzin Elka Feldman, rabbi@youngadultchabad.org 

+61 400 770 613 and +61 415 953 770 

friends 

 

Bochurim that know me, friends and current or recent chavrusos 

 

Menachem Feldman, +1 (438) 992-7850 (Montreal Yeshiva dorm number), feldman. 

menachem@gmail.com, 

 

He is only recently started learning in Montreal so not too sure regarding his 

availability to speak. He learns with someone from Sydney by phone at 6:15-7pm 

local Montreal/NYC time. 



So perhaps you could try at 7pm Montreal/NYC time 

 

Chaim Munitz, +61 481 361 770, chymbuff@gmail.com 

 

Yossi Jedwab +1 (631) 805-9261, yjedi@hotmail.com 

 

Danny Winterfield, +61 490 108 358, dannyyossi@gmail.com 

 

Moshe Angyalfi, +61 451 977 013, moshe@chabadhouse.org.au 

 
Contact:   
Rivkah Torenheim (nee Kulik) 
347 559 3996 

mailto:moshe@chabadhouse.org.au
tel:347%20559%203996

